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LE BOURGET, France: There’s a lot of money in cli-
mate financing. Six years ago, rich nations pledged
that by 2020 they would provide $100 billion a year
in aid, loans and private money to help poorer
nations cope with climate change and wean them-
selves off fossil fuels. This week in Paris, they’re
pledging even more, and discussing whether devel-
oping nations like China need to pony up, too.

But what exactly are they paying for? In the wild
west of climate finance, the funding includes things
like a “love movie festival,” research on elephant
sounds and even new coal plants. When it comes to
climate money, expert after expert says, don’t
believe most figures. No one is saying money is
being misspent, but they are saying it is being mis-
reported, making it sound bigger than it really is.
“Developed countries inflate the figure; they count
everything they can find,” said Romain 

Weikmans, a researcher at Brown University’s
Climate and Development Lab. “It’s really a process
of lying the more you can.”

At a 2009 climate summit, rich nations pledged
to ramp up funding for poor ones to $100 billion a
year by 2020 to fund a trillion-dollar transition to
clean energy. In a high-stakes game of poker in the
weeks and months running up to this year’s summit
in Paris, developed nations have upped the ante to
help get closer to that 2020 goal. In the past year
alone, pledges rose by at least $10 billion, accord-
ing to a review of United Nations data by The
Associated Press. US Secretary of State John Kerry
made a big splash Wednesday when he announced
a doubling of US aid for poor countries to adapt to
global warming, now at $860 million a year.

But University of Zurich’s Axel Michaelowa, who
studies climate aid grants, found “there was a huge
misrepresentation. Governments were actually real-
ly not able to report properly” on aid that was sup-
posed to help countries reduce carbon dioxide
emissions. His study, conducted on specific climate
grants four years ago, showed a list of “projects
without any conceivable climate change connota-
tion,” such as Belgium funding for a “love movie fes-
tival” in the early 2000s in Africa, a US-funded study
on Savannah elephant sounds, and uniforms for
park guardians in Central America with aid from
Spain.

Climate vulnerability
For their website Adaptation Watch, Weikmans

and Brown University environmental studies pro-

fessor Timmons Roberts studied 5,201 projects
mentioned by developed nations and found that
3,444 of them “did not explicitly link project activi-
ties to addressing climate vulnerability,” Weikmans
said. “Climate finance accounting is the wild west,”
Roberts said. Two other experts used the same “wild
west” phrase, which some developed nations’ rep-
resentatives object to. Weikmans used Belgium as
an example. While praising efforts by the Belgian
government to account for spending in a transpar-
ent way, Weikmans said a few years ago a 33 million
euro pledge suddenly doubled on the books
“thanks only to methodological changes in
accounting.”

Simon Buckle of the Organization for Economic
Co-operation and Development (OECD), wrote a
report, tallying how much of the $100 billion-a-year
target has been pledged. It’s about $62 billion a
year as of 2014, his report said. India, however,
looked at the same report said the real number was
probably less than $1 billion a year. It issued a
report of its own calling the OECD document full of
“inflated numbers.” In an interview with the AP,
Indian Environment Minister Prakash Javadekar dis-
missed the OECD report as “a double-counting
exercise.” He said actual climate finance flowing to
developing countries was much smaller.

“It’s absolutely dismal,” he said. “There is no
finance on the table.” Buckle told The Associated
Press: “I’ll stand by it to the death.” Others are stand-
ing at his side. In an email sent to some negotiators
in the climate talks when the report was released in
October, US chief climate negotiator Todd Stern
hailed the report as “rigorous, transparent and con-
servative” and said it supersedes all other docu-
ments. He said it showed that the developed
nations have made “significant progress” toward the
$100 billion goal. So is it $62 billion or less than $1
billion?

Subnational governments
“You couldn’t get further apart than that,” said

Roberts, the environmental studies professor.
“Unfortunately the truth is probably somewhat in
between.” He estimated somewhere in the range of
$20 to $30 billion. Michaelowa, of the University of
Zurich, said: “If I could give my personal guess I
would say $40 to $50 billion.” Much of the question
centers on what should you count. A lot of the
money comes in the form of loans. While it seems
OK to count loans that are given at a discount rate

or zero interest because that helps the nation, many
of the loans are given at market rate, meaning they
aren’t really aid, said Tim Gore of Oxfam
International.

Many say those market-rate loans, often called
non-concessional, shouldn’t be counted because
they have to be paid back with interest. When the
money is paid back, does the loan no longer count
or is it negative aid? Magdy Martinez-Soliman, the
United Nations Development Program’s assistant
administrator, said some countries - or even subna-
tional governments like Mexican states - wouldn’t
be able to get loans, so even market-rate loans help
because they let these governments do something
valuable, like build infrastructure. Another issue is
that some loans categorized as being primarily or
significantly about climate aid aren’t at all, and
many don’t even mention the word climate, Gore
and others said.

Adaptation finance
The OECD’s Buckle challenged that. “We were

quite tough in the definition of what we would
count,” he said, adding that the report removed all
double-counting and tallied only about half the
money from multi-national development banks.
The OECD report also noted that Japan and
Australia incorrectly tried to count aid to build high-
tech coal power plants. Burning coal is the biggest
man-made emitter of heat-trapping gases. One
thing Buckle’s report highlighted was that only 16
percent of the money is going to adaptation, which
is meant to help countries adjust to a warmer world
with rising seas. Most of the money is spent on miti-
gation - trying to lessen warming by reducing the
burning of fossil fuels. In 2009, when the $100 bil-
lion goal was set, developed nations said they
wanted a balance of mitigation and adaptation
finance. African nations at the Paris conference
called for a double of the percentage of adaptation
spending to 32 percent and Martinez-Soliman said
ideally it should hit 50 percent.

That’s the money the US just doubled its pledge
to help. So how much has each country promised in
aid? Despite efforts at the current summit to make
reporting more transparent, the pledges remain a
closely guarded secret until countries issue reports
in January. “Trying to solve the question of who’s
pledging what and what’s being delivered,” said
Karen Orenstein of Friends of The Earth, “is kind of
like solving a puzzle that’s a major black hole.” — AP

LE BOURGET, France: Climate scientists
Saturday welcomed a pact to battle global
warming as a major political advance, but
warned of a gaping hole-the lack of a detailed
roadmap for cutting greenhouse gases that
cause the problem. The new accord, embraced
by 195 nations, aims to cap warming to “well
below” two degrees Celsius (3.6 degrees
Fahrenheit) above pre-industrial levels, and to
“pursue efforts” to limit the increase to 1.5C.
“This is an historic agreement,” said Steffen
Kallbekken, director of the Centre for
International Climate and Energy Policy. 

“But this ambitious temperature goal is not
matched by an equally ambitious mitigation
goal,” he said, using the scientific term for the
drawing-down of heat-trapping gases. To have
a two-thirds chance of limiting warming to
two degrees, emissions would have to fall by
40-70 percent by mid-century, according to
the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change (IPCC), the UN’s climate science body.
And to reach the 1.5C target also embraced in
the newborn pact, those mid-century cuts
would have to be even deeper: 70 to 95 per-
cent.

Without these hard numbers-dropped
from an earlier draft-the climate pact “does not

send a clear signal about the level and timing
of emissions cuts,” Kallbekken cautioned.

Many scientists highlighted the imbalance
created by boosting the ambition of the tem-
perature target on the one hand, while remov-
ing the yardsticks against which progress
toward that goal could be measured, on the
other.    “How are we going to reach our objec-
tive unless we set out in the right direction?”
asked Professor Bill Collins at the University of
Reading in southern England, pointing to the
need to slash CO2 output by 70 percent before
by mid-century. “Until governments accept
this, we should restrain our optimism.”  

Keveh Madani, a professor at Imperial
College London, said international summits
were better at setting aspirational goals than
laying out a pathway for achieving them.
“What matters more is how to get to the tar-
get,” he noted. Some major emerging nations-
especially India-were reluctant to include
quantifiable milestones that could constrain
their use of fossil fuels in growing their
economies.    But scientific reality is unyielding,
said Miles Allen at Oxford University.
Stabilizing greenhouse gases “in the second
half of this century will require net carbon
dioxide emissions to be reduced, in effect, to

zero,” he said. 
“It seems governments understand this,

even if they couldn’t quite bring themselves to
say so.” Other scientists voiced concern about
the fact that the new accord allows several
years to pass before ramping up emissions
reduction efforts. “For all that is encouraging in
the agreement, the time scales-or the lack
thereof-are worrying,” said Ilan Kelman of
University College London. “Little substantive
will happen until 2020 whilst clear deadlines
for specific targets are generally absent.”  

Jean Jouzel, a leading French climate scien-
tist and a former vice chair of the IPCC, said
timing was critical. “Above all, we can’t wait
until 2020 — acting before then is essential,
we have to be very pro-active,” he told AFP.

‘1.5C tokenism’ 
Jouzel and others also questioned the fea-

sibility of the 1.5C target, saying it could only
be achieved by overshooting the mark and
than pulling back, which could take decades
or longer. The global thermometer has risen
nearly 1C (1.8F) so far, they noted, and CO2
already lingering in the atmosphere will still
push it up, even if the world stopped emitting
greenhouse gases tomorrow. — AFP

LE BOURGET, North of Paris: Foreign Affairs Minister and President-designate of
COP21 Laurent Fabius (center), raises hands with Secretary General of the United
Nations Ban Ki Moon (second left) and France’s President Francois Hollande
(right) after adoption of a historic global warming pact at the COP21 Climate
Conference in Le Bourget, north of Paris. — AFP 

BEIJING: In this photo taken on December 11, 2015, Yann Boquillod displays an
Airvisual air quality monitor. — AFP

Scientists welcome climate pact but still alarmed

BEIJING: China’s push for a global climate pact
was due in part to its own increasingly pressing
need to solve serious environmental problems,
observers said yesterday. China, the world’s
biggest source of climate-changing gases, was
blamed for obstructing the last high-level cli-
mate talks in Copenhagen in 2009. This time
around, it sent strong political signals it wanted
a deal ahead of and during the Paris negotia-
tions that ended Saturday with the agreement
to keep global temperatures from rising anoth-
er degree Celsius (1.8 Fahrenheit) between now

and 2100.
“Environmental issues have become much

more important to the Chinese public and
therefore to the Chinese government,” said
Dimitri de Boer, head of China Carbon Forum, a
Beijing-based nonprofit organization.

Since 2009, the public has gone from not
knowing much or caring about environmental
issues “and mainly being focused on wanting to
make some money, to now being very con-
cerned with environmental issues and taking
that on par with wanting to make money,” he

said. China’s cities are among the world’s dirti-
est after three decades of explosive economic
growth that led to construction of hundreds of
coal-fired power plants and an increase in car
ownership.

China was reminded of its severe environ-
mental challenges during the Paris conference
when the capital, Beijing, issued its first red
alert for pollution under a two-year system
because of heavy smog. The city ordered limits
on vehicles, factories and construction sites and
told schools to close. China pushed for a deal
because of its own problems and because the
effects of climate change are becoming clearer
each year, said Dr Jiang Kejun, senior researcher
at the Energy Research Institute under the
National Development and Reform
Commission, China’s top economic planning
agency.

Message clear 
The message on climate change “is very

clear - we must do something - and in the
meantime the domestic policymaking process
is getting more environment-oriented,” Jiang
said. The air pollution in Beijing is putting pres-
sure on policymakers and China is moving
toward a low-carbon economy anyway, he said.

To build momentum for a deal, China and
the United States, the world’s two biggest car-
bon emitters, last year set a 2030 deadline for
emissions to stop rising. This June, Beijing
promised to cut carbon emissions per unit of
economic output by 65 percent from 2005 lev-
els. In September, Chinese President Xi Jinping
pledged $3.1 billion to help developing coun-
tries combat climate change. “That’s huge,” said
de Boer. “They may well be a developing coun-
try, but they are also clearly ready to start sup-

porting the least-developed countries in terms
of their climate mitigation and adaptation
efforts.”

Xi attended the opening ceremony of the
Paris conference two weeks ago along with
other leaders - and made a last-ditch effort in
phone talks with President Barack Obama on
Friday to get a global deal, according to
China’s official Xinhua News Agency. He told
Obama that their countries needed to work
together to ensure an agreement was
reached “in the interest of the international
community,” Xinhua said. Chinese Foreign
Ministry spokesman Hong Lei said that
China’s push for a successful conclusion to the
Paris negotiations “fully shows that China is
dealing with climate change issues as a
responsible big country.”

Beijing came under criticism for obstructing
the 2009 Copenhagen talks when some partici-
pants complained China and India stymied

global emissions reduction efforts, possibly for
fear they might hamper economic growth.
Now, the world’s second-largest economy has
emerged as a leader in curbing greenhouse gas
emissions by investing in solar, wind and hydro
power and even reducing its coal consumption
last year as it attempts to clean up its polluted
cities.

It is also already nurturing more self-sustain-
ing growth as it refocuses its economy away
from energy-hungry heavy industry to con-
sumer spending and technology and making
energy efficiency gains. Dr Olivia Gippner, a cli-
mate politics researcher at the London School
of Economics, said that China’s actions in the
run-up to the conference indicated that it had
“a very high willingness to do something,”
which sent an important signal to other coun-
tries.

“It was like an opener for the overall negotia-
tions to go forward,” she said.  — AP 

China’s efforts on climate  
deal due to its pollution

BEIJING: Women wear masks for protection against the pollution as they walk along a
street on a polluted day yesterday. — AP photos

Billions in climate aid pledges
have ‘wild west’ accounting

‘The report is rigorous, transparent and conservative’

BEIJING: A scrap collector salvages material from a demolished neighborhood near a
chimney spewing smoke in China.

BEIJING: In the future, China will shut down a
factory before it even pollutes-or so it hopes, as
it deploys big data in the fight against bad air.
In Beijing’s environmental bureau, a team of
engineers tend to giant mainframe computers
that keep a watchful eye on the city’s pollution.
Using everything from factories’ infrared pro-
files to social media posts, the machines can
call up three-day pollution forecasts with reso-
lution of up to one kilometer squared and
detect trends up to 10 days out.

The computer program, developed by IBM,
is one of several high-tech measures, ranging
from drones and satellites to remote sensors,
that China is deploying to deal with its chronic
pollution. It seeks to solve an incongruous real-
ity: In a country where security cameras are
ubiquitous and Communist authorities operate
a vast public surveillance system, accurate
information about pollution remains scarce
even to officials.

As a result, Beijing and its neighboring
provinces “can’t coordinate joint defense and
joint control” of their anti-smog efforts, leaving
rogue companies to “secretly discharge and
secretly dump”, said Chen Long, chief executive
officer of Encanwell, which develops air quality
monitoring and early warning systems. The
company is trying to achieve total pollution
awareness: the ability to know, with perfect
accuracy, where haze comes from and use that
information to predict and preempt its future
sources.

‘APEC blue’ 
China has found itself in a double bind in

the face of a relentless assault from bad air that
put the capital on its first-ever air quality red
alert this month. Ahead of the 2008 Olympics,
China closed factories across the region, halt-
ing construction and pulling half of all private
cars off the roads. It was an effective strategy,
but came at an estimated cost in the hundreds
of millions of dollars. Ensuring blue skies for
major events such as last year’s APEC summit,
the World Athletics Championships in August
and a World War II anniversary parade, required
a similar brute force approach that inflicted col-
lateral damage on the economy in the country,
where growth is slowing.

Failure to act, on the other hand, runs the
risk of inflaming public discontent-a perpetual
source of concern for the government, part of
whose claim to legitimacy rests on maintaining
an image of supreme competence. “It’s a com-
plicated problem. It has an impact on society,
on industry, on the economy, on health,” said
Herve Robin, chief technology officer of
Airvisual.com, a China-based social enterprise
developing tools for a global pollution monitor-
ing network. Choking pollution descended on
Beijing twice in the past two weeks, and the
country’s meteorological bureau expects it may
come twice more before the month is out.  “If
each time the weather conditions are not good
for pollution, they shut down everything, then
it would be every week,” Robin said. — AFP

Surveillance secret weapon 
in China pollution struggle


